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Wardtown is rebuilding in the aftermath of the Josiah Hooper years. Hooper has been tried and

found guilty, and is being returned to be hanged. But will his legacy end with his death? His parting

words are "Beware the Avenging Angel." And what of Maddie and Tremain's relationship? Is there a

future? A story of love and friendship, of a town and its citizens trying to put a dark past behind

them, and one man's quest to bring law-and-order to the frontier.By the author of TREMAIN and

The McCabe series.
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I've become a big fan of Brad Dennison. The man can write a western...actually you could change

the genre to almost anything and it's still a great story with great characters. It's easy to say, "I know

those people." when you finally put down a Dennison book like 'Wardtown'. Keep 'em comin', Brad,

you'll do to ride the river with.Ken Farmer - Author of The Nations series

I had a hard time deciding if this was a three or four star book. I liked the story idea. I didn't like the

delivery so much as it parroted an awful lot from Tremaine, book 1. At times it got really slow but the



characters were interesting and it had a lot of action. The deciding factor was the ending. It was like

the characters walked off stage for a break and now they need to come back and finish the play. I

don't really like being left at the end like that.

I'm not sure what the author meant by a preview. Brad Dennison writes with the confidence I've

experienced in his other books. The hanging of Hooper and the addition of the gun toting Doctor

make for a good beginning. I look forward to many more of author Dennison' books.

Another Brad Dennison that blended into his previous story then leads into yet more intrigue, This

time the entire town is wondering. Mr. Dennison paints a great picture that makes it hard to get

away from. Surprises and realizations that some people are not who you think they are. An excellent

read, and one that is prime for a sequel.

This is an interesting story. there is a fair balance of characters to hate and those to love.You are

given an opportunity to look into the lifestyle of the ranchers of the day. Their concerns and worries

are unique. I think you will like this book

Must say I acquired and enjoyed the early sample leading me to buy the finished product. A case of

enjoying the preview before seeing the movie. Liked the preview better. I do like Mr. Dennison's

works.....

Well written and holds your interest all the way through. Several inconsistencies from the previous

book in the series. That's why 4 stars instead of 5. But highly recommended if you're a Western

story fan. And it's best to start with the first McCabe story.. The long trail.

I would like to recommend this book to anyone who wants to read a very interesting and exciting

book where the action never stops. I am finding these books to be very difficult to put down.. I will be

looking forward to reading the next book from this author
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